
CIRCLE OF FIRE AGREEMENTS

The following agreements will help us all get the greatest benefit from our time
together.

● We bring as much Presence as possible to each moment in the Circle. We
come with a willingness to see with new eyes and hear with new ears.

● We listen deeply as others are sharing, tuning in to the deepest meaning.

● We allow each person to travel their own unique journey, accepting our
differences and letting go of our personal positions that might create
separation with another.

● We take full responsibility for our reactions, our responses, and our
experiences.

● We respect each person’s sharing by refraining from giving advice, knowing
that each person is in their own unique journey to find what is within.

● We speak from our own experience, our lived and felt experience that is
current, immediate and real, and less from our mental concepts and opinions.
We have over-thought things and have been way ahead of our hearts’
knowing and our bodies’ wisdom. Thus, we speak from our own experience,
our truth.
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Circle of Fire Agreements, continued

Additionally COF participants are requested to respect the following indications:

Cross talk: It is fine to speak about what arises for us regarding another’s sharing
yet only when it is our turn to speak. Any comments we wish to make about what
another person offers are to be anchored in our own experience as it relates to the
initial speaker. Remember that the purpose of this Circle is not dialogue, discussion
or debate.

Feedback: Feedback is not allowed. Feedback is often a disguise for advice; at its
root, this can be the wish to fix another, to make them or us feel better and/or to
change the experience they or we are having in the moment.

Speak from Experience. It is best to speak only from our own experience and the
most recent/immediate process that is happening in our lives. You can use your
past as a gateway into the present-moment immediacy of what is happening in your
emotional, mental and physical body.

Confidentiality. All that happens in our Circle is not to be spoken about outside
the group.

Remember.  This is sacred work. We are asked to go beyond mental beliefs and
stories. Our comments arise from deep within. There are no right or wrong topics,
only each person’s uniqueness.
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